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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Geothermal energy is a renewable energy with many advantages: It is base load, local and environmentally friendly.

However, its penetration into the energy market remains difficult. Although profits can easily be made from a geothermal project, investors consider the geothermal resource as a risky parameter.

GEOELEC promotes geothermal electricity generation in the EU and aims at removing notably financial barriers. Investors should be encouraged to take part in its promising development. In this respect, this report puts forward a scheme for an EU Fund mitigating the risk associated with the geothermal resource and facilitating investments in geothermal electrical generation projects.

As explained in this report, where knowledge of the geothermal resource is lacking, exploration is of crucial importance to collect relevant data before drilling. Beyond exploration, the bankability of a geothermal project is threatened by the geological risk. The geological risk includes the risk not to find an adequate resource (short-term risk) and the risk that the resource naturally declines over time (the long-term risk).

Risk insurance Funds for the geological risk already exist in some European countries (France, Germany, Iceland, The Netherlands and Switzerland). The geological risk is a common issue all over Europe. Collaboration between Member States to remove it will allow them to save money.

It is the reason why the GEOELEC project calls for the establishment of a Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund at the EU level. This Fund could insure deep geothermal projects in the different EU countries.

This idea is not new. For about 15 years, the topic is discussed within the geothermal sector. But for the first time, this report proposes how such a structure could be established and managed.
INTRODUCTION

THE GEOELEC PROJECT

The GEOLEC project - *Develop Geothermal Electricity in Europe to have a renewable energy mix* - is dedicated to the promotion of geothermal electricity production in the EU, including combined heat and power (see Preliminary Chapter on geothermal electricity production).

The project is financed by the program Intelligent Energy – Europe (IEE) and led by the European Geothermal Energy Council (EGEC) through a consortium of 10 partners (see Appendix I).

THE BACKGROUND TO GEOTHERMAL ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

Energy awareness

While the world is facing climate change, the depletion of its fossil fuels, oil and gas price volatility and the controversy surrounding nuclear power, it continues to show an unquenchable thirst for energy (*The World Energy Outlook 2011, International Energy Agency; BP Energy Outlook 2030*). In this context, renewable energies are deemed as a reliable alternative to tackle those issues and become a vital component to sustained economic growth.

A base load energy

Geothermal energy has many obvious qualities. A remarkable one is to be not dependent on climate conditions such as wind or solar energy may be. As a consequence, in addition to being renewable, local and environmentally friendly, it is also base load. Among all renewable energies, this makes geothermal the most reliable one with a load factor superior to 90%.

An untapped electricity potential

Considering geothermal qualities, geothermal electricity production is very promising. In the EU, it is far from optimum though. In spite of wide available geothermal resources and developed technologies to harness them, the EU gross geothermal electricity production reached 6 TWh in 2011. This is only a small portion of the geothermal power potential in the EU.

Financial triggers

Although geothermal energy benefits from low operating costs, it involves high upfront investments. This substantially hinders the penetration of geothermal energy into the energy market.

The risk associated with the geothermal resource

In addition to high upfront investments, geothermal developers face a specific risk associated with geothermal projects commonly known as the geological risk.

The geological risk includes:
- The short-term risk of not finding an economically sustainable geothermal resource after drilling;
- The long-term risk of the geothermal resource naturally depleting rendering its exploitation economically unprofitable;

Geological surveys help to find geothermal resources and give indications for their profitability but the only way to purge the geological risk and confirm the geothermal resource is to actually initiate the exploration and drilling work. This requires developers and investors to lay out significant amounts of cash beforehand without certainty as to the availability and perennity of the geothermal resource and hence the bankability of the project.

**GEOELEC’s commitment**

GEOELEC endeavours to remove the risk associated with the geothermal resource. This report refers to this risk as the ‘resource risk’. A scheme for an European Fund mitigating the resource risk is put forward, namely the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund (EGRIF).

**EUROPEAN GEOTHERMAL RISK INSURANCE FUND (EGRIF)**

**Rationale of the EGRIF**

For now, the fairly small number of geothermal electricity operations in the EU does not provide a sufficient statistical basis to assess their probability of success. As a consequence, geothermal developers struggle to find insurance public or private schemes under affordable terms and conditions for the resource risk. In those circumstances, the EGRIF aims at alleviating the shortage of insurance policies for the resource risk and ease investments in geothermal electricity projects.
Until the first borehole has been drilled into the geothermal reservoir, developers cannot be sure about the exact parameters (temperature and flow rate) of the planned geothermal electricity project. Once drilling has taken place, in situ pump tests, temperature and hydrological measurements then reduce the resource risk and make it possible to attract external capital.

Principles of the EGRIF

EGRIF is meant to work through the pooling of the resource risk among geothermal electricity projects taking place in the EU. Besides, the Fund does not challenge the EU principle of subsidiarity nor act as a competitor to existing national insurance policies.

Figure 1 below shows the phases of a geothermal electricity project where the resource risk may occur and the insurance from the EGRIF be released.

Previous EU initiatives

GEOELEC praises previous EU projects dealing with the resource risk such as the 2011 GEOFAR report and the 1997 Altener report. However, GEOELEC shall be distinguished from such previous initiatives, as its scope comprehends deep geothermal and all types of geothermal technology including Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS).

WHY PUBLIC FUNDS SHOULD BE USED TO SUPPORT THE GEOTHERMAL INDUSTRY AND INTERFERE WITH THE MARKET?

Primary objective of financial incentive schemes such as a public Risk Insurance Fund is to compensate for market failures and unfair competition. They are also intended to favour the deployment of a given technology by creating a secure investment environment catalysing an initial round of investment and allow the technology to progress along its learning curve. Hence, support schemes should be temporary and can be phased out as this technology reaches full competitiveness in a (then) complete and open internal market where a level playing field is fully established.

Today, however, market conditions in the EU electricity and heat sectors prevent geothermal to fully compete with conventional technologies developed under protected, monopolistic market structures. The internal market is still far from being perfect and transparent. Firstly, in many countries electricity and gas prices are regulated, thus they do not reflect the full costs of the electricity, gas, and/or heat generation. Secondly, fossil fuel and nuclear sectors still receive many subsidies. Thirdly, there is lack of market transparency, including lack of information provision to customers and a clear billing.

Support measures for geothermal technologies are therefore needed to favour the progress towards cost-competitiveness of a key source in the future European energy mix and to compensate for current market-failures.

Factors that impede the functionality or cause the failure of markets

Geothermal energy projects, particularly those where technological progress, experience curves and hence cost reductions are required to reach commercial viability, do not have access to
private funds for financing. Poor knowledge of the deep subsurface over large parts of Europe and the capital intensity of the geothermal industry adds to this distortion. Further, the homogeneity of products derived from geothermal energy (e.g. power, heat, tradable emission reduction certificates) do not command a premium that can be levied nor enable the development of niche products. In addition, today's energy market has only had very limited success in internalizing negative externalities (e.g. major nuclear incidents, consequences of CO₂-emissions) so that price signals appear further distorted. Finally, in slowly liberalizing markets (e.g. electricity) prices are primarily driven by the cost of generation and less set by the market. A subset of these market deficiencies will need to be remedied via other political measures (e.g. overhaul of the ETS).

With the notable exception of a few European market participants operating in well-developed geothermal regions, project developers have very little capability to manage the financial risk owing to the poor knowledge of the deep subsurface, lack of technological progress and high cost. In effect the probability of success/failure weighted net present values of project cash flows tend to be overly negative, thus effectively shutting out private capital from investing in geothermal energy.

With respect to the geothermal energy market uncertain returns of investment and high capital investment do not represent a failure of the markets or government, and hence do not justify public sanctions. Such risks and exposure are omnipresent and must be managed accordingly by participants in the geothermal energy market.

However, with technology development (increasing the probability of success of finding and developing geothermal reserves) coupled with experience and thus reductions in cost, project developers will eventually be able to accept and, where appropriate, transfer project risks (technical, economical, commercial, organizational and political) in such manner that private funding will become available.

Until then, public funds may be used to facilitate the uptake of geothermal energy which is required under most energy and climate change mitigation scenarios of Europe. The EGRIF is thus viewed as public support measure for geothermal energy technology. While market or government failures will not be corrected (first-best option), this (second-best) option will be implemented to achieve particular goals with respect to future energy mix and greenhouse gas emission targets.

EGRIF is meant to work through the pooling of the resource risk among geothermal electricity projects taking place in the EU. Besides, the Fund does not challenge the EU principle of subsidiarity nor act as a competitor to existing national insurance policies.

The EGRIF should be first supported by public money, when mature this could be phased out and replaced by private schemes.
The report includes a preliminary chapter highlighting the specificities of geothermal electricity production. Chapter 1 focuses on the relevant parameters of the existing national insurance systems dealing with the resource risk in Europe. It relies on Appendix I, which provides a snapshot description of these national systems. Chapter 2 sets out the scenarios for the European Geothermal Resource Risk Mitigation Fund.

PRELIMINARY CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION TO GEOTHERMAL ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

The efficiency of geothermal electricity production depends on the temperature and the flow rate of the fluid that carries the geothermal energy to the surface. Such a fluid may occur naturally or not; it can be liquid or vapour. Generally the fluid is used to run a turbine connected to a generator that produces electricity.

Fluids above 180°C are used since 1904 for geothermal electricity production. Historically, the production of electricity from geothermal sources has been developed in high enthalpy-related areas where natural hot fluid comes to the surface. Such production is called 'conventional' but this context is quite rare in Europe, e.g. in Iceland or in Tuscany (Italy, Fig. 2).

![Image of geothermal bore- holes, Larderello, Tuscany, Italy. Lithography of the mid-19th century.](image)

However, low temperatures can still be used for electricity production in an economically profitable way. To do so techniques such as 'binary cycle' can be used to run the turbine: In these plants, the heat is recovered from the geothermal fluid, via a heat exchanger, to vaporize a low boiling point organic fluid and drive an organic vapour turbine. Adequate working fluid selection may extend the former design temperature range from 180°C to 75°C.
Besides, geothermal plants can produce electricity in a ‘co-generation’ system; combining geothermal energy with another energy source. In addition, the thermal energy remaining after the electricity production can also be used in ‘cascade’ for other purposes, e.g. district heating, heating of industrial process thereby enhancing financial profitability.

The 200°C isotherm is reached between 2 and 5 km depth in zones of present or recent lithospheric extension like in France, Greece, Iceland, Italy, offshore Spain, Turkey, or even in intracontinental geological settings like in Hungary, Lithuania, and Romania. These thermal anomalies constitute a source of energy potentially available throughout Europe. However, the use of geothermal energy is limited by the fact that it relies on a relatively limited number of geological reservoir formations. They have to be simultaneously water-bearing, hot and permeable, and lying at economically accessible depths.

In contrast to the conventional high-temperature steam or liquid-dominated reservoirs in volcanic environments, a way for enhancing and broadening geothermal energy reserves has been proven in 2007. This breakthrough technology already demonstrated is known as ‘EGS’. An ‘Enhanced (or Engineered) Geothermal System’ is an underground reservoir that has been created or improved artificially (definition TP Geoelec – 2010) i.e. a low permeable reservoir that has been enhanced to become economically viable. The enhancement consists in improving the connection between the geothermal wells and the reservoir by stimulations. As an example, an EGS pilot plant producing electricity is located at Soultz-sous-Forêts (France, Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The Soultz-sous-Forêts EGS pilot plant (France).

Considering these available technologies, the European geothermal potential can suitably be harnessed for electricity production.
CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW OF THE EXISTING NATIONAL INSURANCE SYSTEMS IN EUROPE: IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT PARAMETERS

There is a heterogeneous approach towards the resource risk in Europe and worldwide. In some countries outside Europe, geothermal developers are willing to internalize the resource risk among other costs. This willingness is rooted in either a risk culture developed in relation to mining and oil activities or a high-expected return on investment in the light of abundant geothermal resources. This allows geothermal to be economically attractive through support schemes, without need for insurance policies covering the resource risk.

In other countries, the resource risk may not be internalized and remains a financial barrier to geothermal development. Regardless of any support scheme, any geothermal expansion is heavily dependent on insurance. All countries in Europe fall into this category.

This first part of the report summarises the existing national insurance systems dealing with the resource risk in Europe (see Figure 2). In so doing, it sheds light on their specific features ie on the relevant parameters that shall be taken into account for the establishment of an insurance Fund dealing with the resource risk on the European stage.

In this respect, all national systems have been considered, whether they provide insurance for electricity production, heat production or both of them.

1. OVERVIEW OF THE EXISTING INSURANCE SYSTEMS IN EUROPE

The chart below (Figure 4) shows the current state of the resource risk insurance in each EU country, plus Iceland and Switzerland. Details of the existing insurance systems can be found in Appendix II.

For each country, the chart specifies:
- Whether an insurance for the resource risk exists;
- Whether the insurance covers heat or electricity production;
- Whether the insurance process is handled by public authorities or private entities;
- Whether the insurance mechanism is purely insurance-related or serves as a financial support as well;
- Whether the insurance is made available on the national stage only or in foreign countries as well;
For Switzerland, it should be understood that the Swiss federal risk guarantee scheme applies only to geothermal power projects. Cantons may offer risk coverage for heat projects (so far only one of 26 cantons has done so, on an ad-hoc basis for one project).

---

### Figure 4 – Snapshot description of the national insurance systems in Europe (details in Appendix I)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Type of insurance</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland(^1)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) For Switzerland, it should be understood that the Swiss federal risk guarantee scheme applies only to geothermal power projects. Cantons may offer risk coverage for heat projects (so far only one of 26 cantons has done so, on an ad-hoc basis for one project).
2. IDENTIFICATION OF RELEVANT PARAMETERS

The national insurance systems existing in Europe are characterized by a number of key parameters. These parameters are reviewed below and illustrated by the experiences of the existing systems in Europe.

The arbitral award may not be appealable.

3. TYPE OF NATIONAL INSURANCES IN RELATION TO THE RESOURCE RISK IN EUROPE

The first parameter to be considered is the type of insurance covering the resource risk.

In countries with mature geothermal markets where geothermal developers may not internalize the resource risk among the costs of their projects, they may resort to private insurance policies. In Germany for instance, insurance companies and brokers engaged in obtaining experience in relation to the resource risk. They provide insurance policies to geothermal developers. In the rest of Europe however, the private insurance sector stands back.

In this context, some governments have taken action to settle a national insurance Fund in order to further develop geothermal projects (France, The Netherlands, Germany, Iceland and Switzerland).

Where such a Fund has been created, two insurance patterns may be distinguished:

- The first one consists in a post-damage guarantee;
- The second one involves a guaranteed loan;

The hypothesis of a post-damage guarantee relies on traditional insurance principles (e.g. France, The Netherlands and Switzerland). The insurance is released once (insured) event takes place and covers a certain percentage of the costs initially deemed eligible (e.g.: 90% of the drilling costs in case of complete failure).

The guaranteed loan is first and foremost an upstream source of financing. However, when the risk occurs, the loan is forgiven and expenses considered as eligible may be reimbursed up to a certain level. In this respect, some Funds have introduced a guaranteed loan as an insurance mechanism. The State (e.g. Iceland) or financial institutions (e.g. Germany) may grant the loan. However, the financial responsibility ultimately falls upon the State, which guarantees the loan.

The set up of the Fund is the result of public authorities’ commitment to develop geothermal. This gives the Fund quite a public dimension. However, in some countries (e.g. France and Germany), the Fund involves the private sector. Private entities may hold shares in the seed capital and/or take part in the insurance handling process. This is a means to raise the private sector awareness towards the resource risk.

The Fund is usually created to alleviate the shortage of private insurance policies. As a consequence, it is usually meant to be taken over by insurance companies. In absolute terms, this suggests that at some point the resource risk may be partly insured by the national Fund and partly insured by an insurance company. Apart from the Dutch system however, none of the existing insurance Funds have given consideration for a shared coverage of the resource risk.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, the insurance mechanism could take several forms:
A post-damage guarantee;
- A guaranteed loan;
- A complementary mechanism to insurance made available on the national stage, whether from insurance companies or from national insurance Funds;

4. GOVERNANCE

As usual, the existence of a Fund requires some governance, including decision-making, treasury and administrative functions.

Most of the existing Funds work on a national stage and a certain public guardianship applies to the governance, which is handled by a State ministry or a public interest institution acting in the financial or energy field.

Some Funds however have been settled in relation to regional programs. This is the case of the GeoFund (Europe and Central Asia) and ARGeo (Africa). In these systems, the governance is fully or partly outsourced and handled by a supranational institution.

The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund (EGRIF) could apply to all European countries or some of them only. With that in mind, the EGRIF may rely on:

- An exclusive management by an EU institution;
- A shared management between an EU institution on the one hand and national insurance Funds/companies on the other hand;
- A shared management between an EU institution and national authorities;
- An exclusive management by national authorities;

5. RISKS INSURED

The exploration phase, taking place before the drilling and the operation of the geothermal plant, is meant to gather some data about the geothermal resource characteristics (see Figure 1). This phase is usually not concerned with insurance mechanisms. Instead, repayable grants may be provided for surface studies and some financing may support the exploration drilling (e.g. In France, public authorities may provide a repayable advance for the exploration phase). Here again, the exploration drilling is usually not meant to produce electricity or heat but to collect data about the geothermal resource.

With regard to geothermal electricity projects, the characterization of the resource is crucial and the insurance made available for the exploitation phase should be combined with an adequate financing of the exploration phase.

Following the exploration phase, the geothermal resource is threatened by two different risks:

- A short-term risk, which occurs after drilling when the geothermal resource discovered is not sufficient to be economically viable;
A long-term risk, which occurs when the exploited geothermal resource depletes and/or degrades over time, compromising the economical perennity of the resource;

Most insurance systems are focused on the short-term risk (e.g. Germany, The Netherlands, Switzerland and Iceland). When covering the short-term risk, the insurance system usually covers the drilling costs. In this respect, the insurance may cover either one or several drillings. The insurance may also apply a revolving mechanism: the coverage is made available for one drilling but may be reused where the drilling is successful, thus allowing for the coverage of successive drillings until one proves unsuccessful.

The French Fund also insures the long-term risk. The perennity of the resource being of key importance to the bankability of the geothermal project, the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund could eventually cover both the short-term risk and the long-term risk.

But the long-term risk can be insured only upon certain conditions. The natural depletion is a standard technical risk that project developers should be able to deal with. Excessive depletion is often attributable to either excessive production (pressure-drop, lower inflow performance), ill-positioned reinjection wells that cool the inflow zones because of unwanted thermal short-cuts, poor reservoir surveillance, poor reservoir management etc. So its coverage by an insurance cannot be obligatory. As an alternative funding mechanism that supports the long-term risk one may consider a production tax credit system.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, three phases of the geothermal project may be concerned (see Figure 1):

- Some financing could be provided in relation to exploration;
- The Fund should insure the short-term risk ie one or several drillings for production and injection wells. It may apply a revolving mechanism in this respect;
- The Fund could also insure the long-term risk ie the quality and quantity of the geothermal resource over a certain time period; but with conditions.

6. CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURE

Existing insurance Funds have been launched with a seed capital filled with public funding. The private sector such as insurance companies, financial institutions and private stakeholders involved in the geothermal field should however be encouraged to take shares in the seed capital.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund (EGRIF), the seed capital could be filled with funding from:

- The European Union;
- The Member States;
- The regional level authorities of the Member States;
- Insurance companies and brokers;
- Private and public financial institutions;
- Other reliable stakeholders;
Feedback shows that governance issues may arise when the distribution of the seed capital is not made transparent. This should be avoided in relation to the EGRIF. The arrangement of its seed capital should constantly be made publicly known.

Once the Fund is launched with a seed capital, it may rely on several sources of income. There are various incomes the existing insurance systems rely on: premiums, fees, proceeds of investments made with the treasury, taxes on the electricity transmission, and public funding.

Feedback shows that the more diversified the incomes are, the more stable the Fund is. Some insurance systems, which relied on a unique source of revenue, were eventually compromised when this source dried up (e.g. GeoFund, ARGeo).

The Fund can either be balanced over time when the incomes allow it. It may also run out and be filled periodically.

As any consistent insurance Fund, the EGRIF may call on reinsurance to a third body. Part of the resource risk would be transferred to the reinsurer, giving the Fund some financial relief. It could therefore issue more policies than its own incomes may allow and keep covering geothermal electricity projects while at the same time facing exceptional losses.

7. BENEFICIARIES

In the existing insurance systems, the insurance benefits the legal entity bearing the financial risk (e.g. In France, the insurance is provided to the entity on behalf of which work is done and holding the licenses, commonly known as the ‘maître d’ouvrage’).

Most national insurance systems existing in Europe consider that only national developers could benefit from the resource risk mitigation. However, German insurance companies provide policies abroad (e.g. in Denmark, in the Netherlands and in the U.S). Outside Europe some countries are determined to attract foreign investors in addition to national developers (e.g. Chile). In all cases, projects have to take place on the national territory.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, the beneficiaries could be private or public organizations wishing to develop geothermal electricity projects on the EU territory

8. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

When resource risk insurance exists, it usually relies upon two sets of criteria:

- The first one applies to the examination of applications made to the Fund/the insurance company;
- The second one applies to the examination of insurance claims submitted to the Fund/the insurance company;
With regard to applications, the eligibility criteria are usually threefold: technical, financial/economical and legal. Although the following list does not claim to be exhaustive, some criteria may be pointed out as follows:

- **Technical**: the expected parameters (flow rate and temperature); a reservoir development concept; the drilling path and well design; a stimulation concept; an estimate of the probability of success to generate the expected flow and temperature; the planned use of the energy depending on the achieved parameters;
- **Financial/economical**: available financing; a business plan; the expected return on investment;
- **Legal**: all necessary permits and licenses; information on contractors and key personnel; the legal form and identity of the operating society;

With regard to insurance claims, the eligibility criteria lie in the terms of the contract signed between the developer benefiting from the insurance and the Fund/the insurance company. The insurance is usually released when the expected flow and temperature, set in the reference contract and defining a successful drilling, are not achieved. Some insurance systems rely on additional criteria in relation to insurance claims. In France and Germany for instance, stimulation measures have to be undertaken.

Existing eligibility criteria are quite similar from one national insurance system to another. The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund could adopt such criteria, with regard to applications and insurance claims, the most important requirement being that these criteria be clearly displayed within the insurance process.

**9. INSURANCE PROCESS**

The existing insurance systems work through procedures dealing with applications and insurance claims.

These procedures rely on expertise. Independent experts are usually appointed according to their technical, financial and legal skills as well as their geothermal knowledge and experience.

These experts provide the governance/the insurer with their opinion, which may be binding and may include recommendations to be complied with by geothermal developers when drilling and/or operation of the geothermal plant is undertaken.

Applications schedules are handled in two different ways:

- The examination of applications may be permanent and applications be submitted at any time of the year (e.g. Iceland, France, Germany, Switzerland);
- The examination may take place on a tendering basis and developers required to submit their applications before an official deadline (e.g. The Netherlands);

When the insurance is granted, a contract is usually signed between the developer and the Fund/the insurance company to provide all details. Without giving an exhaustive list, some of
these details may consist in the success and failure criteria, the level of the coverage, the project’s schedule, etc.

When an insurance claim is submitted to the Fund/ the insurance company, the experts usually assess the achieved results against the parameters set in the reference contract to decide whether the insurance shall be released.

Regardless of the insurance release, the developer is usually required to comply with reporting obligations. He is required to submit the governance with some regular information regarding the project’s execution. In some systems, the governance specifically appoints an expert to supervise the geothermal site (e.g. Switzerland).

While the language used in the existing insurance system is the national one, this may not be the case for the European Geothermal Resource Risk Mitigation Fund. It should be clear which languages might be used within its handling process.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, the insurance process:

- Could rely on independent expertise;
- Could allow applications to be submitted continuously or on a tendering basis;
- Should systematically lead to the conclusion of a reference contract between the developer and the Fund;
- Should include some reporting obligations;
- Should apply one or several languages, which should be clearly chosen;
- Should be clear, transparent and lead to public and reasoned decisions;

10. LITIGATION

Most feedback from the existing national systems shows that disputes arising in relation to the insurance are settled on an amicable basis. However, contracts signed between developers and the Fund usually provide that any litigation should be brought before national courts and be settled on the basis of national rules.

For the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, disputes may be settled on an amicable basis. Where no amicable arrangement can be found, it may not be appropriate to have disputes brought before various national courts as this could lead to divergent case law on the European stage.

In this respect, disputes could be settled:
- Through recourse to arbitration;
- Where the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund has some headquarters in one of the EU Member States, through recourse to this country’s national courts;
11. FROM PUBLIC TO PRIVATE INSURANCE

An exit strategy from a publically funded program such as the EGRIF toward a public-private partnership or a fully private insurance has to be envisaged. In principle the conditions exist when geothermal developers are capable enough to accept the risks associated with geothermal energy development or when the private insurance/finance markets can develop products that cater to the need for a "geologic" risk insurance at a reasonable price.

CONCLUSIONS

The chapter I presents an overview and identifies relevant parameters for establishing a Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund at EU level: "governance", "risk insured", "capital and financial structure", "beneficiaries", "eligibility criteria", "insurance process" and litigation.

The motivation for instituting insurance schemes is to compensate energy market failures and unfair competition. It is also intended to favour the deployment of geothermal technologies by creating a secure investment environment catalysing an initial round of investment and allow the technology to progress along its learning curve. Hence, such a support scheme should be temporary and can be phased out as geothermal technology reaches full competitiveness in a (then) complete and open internal market where a level playing field is fully established.

The lessons learnt from the national/regional programs (detailed presentation in APPENDIX I: snapshot description of national insurance systems in Europe) are the following:

- **In France**: The Fund proved its efficiency for 30 years. It compensates the lack of private insurance and allows the development of geothermal heat through a one-off guarantee based on risk pooling. This pooling helps sharing out the risks over projects expected to be successful and innovative projects. In 2012, the French government set geothermal electricity production as one of its priority target and now considers a guarantee system for such production, which may espouse the guarantee known to geothermal heat production.

- **In Germany**: The first insurance policy was issued in 2003 for the Unterhaching project in the Molasse Basin. The policy came from a private insurer the Munich Re Group. In recent years, other insurance companies offered several policies to geothermal projects. German insurance companies thus engaged in providing insurance for the resource risk, both in Germany and abroad. However, policies covering the resource risk in Germany are currently offered for projects located in two of the three main geothermal provinces in Germany (the Molasse Basin and the Upper Rhine Graben) and depend on the individual case. Private insurance solutions have been proposed because the geothermal german market in large enough. The size of the market is a key criteria for establishing a Fund, in order to allow some risk mitigation between the projects. A second reason is the lack of interest of project developers towards the Public fund. The public Fund was launched in 2009. Since then, geothermal project developers in Germany can choose between two options of mitigation their resource risk: the federal risk mitigation scheme (Fündigkeitrisiko Tiefengeothermie) and private market-based insurance. The main advantage of the public Fund is that it combines project financing via a credit and the mitigation of risk. However,
some pitfalls have been identified, such as the difficulty in finding a Hausbank to convey the 
application form to KfW and the uncertainty of interest rate and disagio prior to loan 
promise.

- **In The Netherlands**: The risk mitigation scheme was launched in 2009 through the 
regulation SEI Risico’s dekken voor Aardwarmte. The scheme has been developed jointly 
by the Ministries of Economic Affairs and Agriculture together with NL Agency and TNO. 
After two tenders, the scheme is deemed to have helped projects get started by ensuring 
financing through a quick and non-profitable insurance process. The scheme is considered 
as a transparent and objective benchmark for the market and officials expect that more 
private insurances will enter the geothermal market and will take over from the scheme.

Risk insurance exists in Europe in non-EU countries: in Switzerland, a public insurance has 
recently been established and in Iceland such geological risk has been identified as a main 
barrier since the eighties and a Fund has been established since then.

The chapter II will present the design consideration for an European wide scheme like the 
EGRIF. This analysis would frame the scenarios.
CHAPTER II

SCENARIOS FOR AN EUROPEAN GEOTHERMAL RISK INSURANCE FUND (EGRIF)

The key parameters characterizing the existing national insurance systems dealing with the resource risk in Europe have been identified in the previous chapter.

This second part of the report draws all the necessary conclusions from the experiences of the existing national insurance systems and puts forward some proposals for the establishment of an insurance Fund dealing with the resource risk of geothermal electricity projects taking place on the European stage.

1. GEOTHERMAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT

The scenarios developed below are driven upon geothermal market development.

Prince Ginori Conti produced electricity from geothermal energy for the first time ever in 1904. In 1913, ENEL inaugurated its first geothermal electricity plant in Larderello, Italy. The trend shows us that until 1970-1980, only a few plants were installed in Italy and Iceland: between 1913-1970, the capacity installed increased by 0.23 GWe. Following the energy crisis in the 70s, more countries (for example France and Portugal) installed geothermal plants, leading to an increase in production of 1.41 GWe between 1970-2010. With the newest technologies developed in the geothermal sector, Binary turbines for low & medium enthalpy and Enhanced Geothermal Systems (an EGS is an underground reservoir that has been created or improved artificially), geothermal power has the potential to contribute to decarbonise the electricity sector and to ensure security of supply and grid stability.

The geothermal industry experienced significant growth in 2012, and the total installed capacity in Europe now amounts to around 1.71 GWe, producing some 11.38 terawatt-hours (TWh) of electric power every year. There are 62 geothermal power plants in Europe, with 48 of these located in EU Member States, mainly in Italy where there are 35 plants; meaning an EU installed capacity of ca. 0.9 GWe. According to the 73 planned projects (compared to 75 last year), capacity will grow from 1.7 gigawatts (GWe) installed in 2012 to 3 GWe in 2016, with this major increase linked to the rapid growth of the Turkish and Icelandic markets. In addition, 98 projects are now currently being explored (against 99 last year), representing a capacity of around 1 GWe.
Geothermal Energy development, as well as that of all other renewable energy sources, is driven by a number of interacting factors, and the relationship between market and policy can be critical. For instance, it is clear that electricity can be produced from geothermal resources through many different processes, and with varying efficiency. However, policy recognition of all these differences and variations is somewhat lacking, resulting in the design of generalised incentives which do not reflect the large variety in the scale of technology, final utilization of the energy, or degree of maturity, meaning that in the end, the incentives may fail to provide any real benefit for geothermal actors.

In analysing the market, it should be noted that geothermal energy has a geological risk, at the beginning of the exploration that can be mitigated through systematic and thorough investigations. This is followed by a period of uncertainty (for example due to reservoir depletion) which can also be mitigated through various measures, e.g. monitoring, re-injection etc.

Therefore, the market and policy environment should be tailored to a suitable model which optimises development of geothermal resources. The development of the geothermal sector will require the establishment of a level playing field in the electricity market.

It can be noticed that the two main factors when developing a large number of geothermal projects are:

- The presence of high enthalpy resource and a political will to develop it, as seen in Iceland and Turkey
- The establishment of suitable support schemes, notably risk insurance fund, as seen in Germany and France
Figure 6: Actual installed capacity (MWe) towards 2020 targets for the Member States of the EU. (NREAPs: National Renewable Energy Action plans for the EU-27 countries), EGEC Market Report 2012

Figure 7: Installed capacity (MWe) per country in Europe, 2012 and 2016, EGEC Market Report 2012
For now, the fairly small number of geothermal electricity operations in the EU does not provide a sufficient statistical basis to assess their probability of success. As a consequence, geothermal developers struggle to find insurance public or private schemes under affordable terms and conditions for the resource risk. In those circumstances, the EGRIF aims at alleviating the shortage of insurance policies for the resource risk and ease investments in geothermal electricity projects.

The EGRIF should be first supported by public money, when mature this could be phased out and replaced by private schemes.

The level and type of risk insurance scheme should depend upon the maturity of the technologies and markets. The objective is to present here support degression and the methodology for calculating the support level needed for the different geothermal technologies. The criteria mentioned some key costs elements needed to be used for the tariff calculation.

The table below summarises the EGRIF proposal on geothermal electricity technologies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market Maturity</th>
<th>Juvenile</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Mature</th>
<th>After 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>criteria</td>
<td>0-6 deep geothermal wells are existing</td>
<td>6-60 deep geothermal wells exist</td>
<td>Both geoelec &amp; geoDH systems are developed all over the country</td>
<td>Costs reach grid parity with around 10 €ct/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of risk</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High temperature</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low temperature</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGS</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support schemes</td>
<td>(repayable) Grants for seismic exploration, slimholes, and the 1st well</td>
<td>Feed-in Tariff</td>
<td>Feed-in Premium</td>
<td>Grid premium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flanking measures</td>
<td>Public Risk insurance</td>
<td>Public or Private Risk insurance</td>
<td>Public &amp; private Risk insurance</td>
<td>Private Risk insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. TYPE OF INSURANCE AND RISKS INSURED WITHIN THE EGRIF

As explained in the first part, where knowledge of the geothermal resource is lacking, exploration is of crucial importance to collect relevant data before drilling. Beyond exploration, two risks threaten the bankability of a geothermal project: the risk not to find an adequate resource (short-term risk) and the risk that the resource naturally declines over time (the long-term risk).

As for geothermal electricity generation in Europe, EGRIF shall be concerned with the exploration phase, the short-term risk and the long-term risk.

a) THE EXPLORATION PHASE

Here again, exploration aims at acquiring some data about the geothermal resource. This may be achieved through surface studies and/or exploration drilling.

The exploration drilling is not necessarily a production drilling. It is focused on data collection. However, if exploration proves favourable, the exploration well may be used as a production or injection well.

With exploration, there are no clear success and failure criteria. Success is determined on an empirical basis. This makes any insurance irrelevant in relation to exploration. Instead, exploration is usually supported by public financing.

Considering the importance of exploration for geothermal electricity generation in Europe, EGRIF shall provide some financial envelope to support exploration.

This financial envelope shall take the form of a repayable advance. This would allow for some financing of exploration, without depleting the Fund as the advance would be reimbursed. The amount of the repayable advance shall be set contractually. It shall cover the costs of exploration drilling and tests. Exploration costs specific to EGS shall also be considered (see infra ‘eligible costs and coverage ratio’).

The advance would have to be reimbursed in case of production. In such a case, the amount to be repaid to the Fund shall be enhanced. A classical interest rate as well as a discount factor shall be applied. These shall be set contractually and modulated according to the estimated exploration risk (see infra ‘eligible costs and coverage ratio’).

b) THE SHORT-TERM RISK

With regard to the short-term risk, the insurance shall aim at covering the costs of one or several drillings in case of a geothermal resource being economically flawed (see infra ‘eligible costs and coverage ratio’).

Two types of insurance may apply: a post-damage guarantee or a guaranteed loan.

A guaranteed loan has the main advantage of serving as a source of financing while at the same time providing some insurance, as the loan is forgiven when the resource risk materializes. However, it requires an immediate disbursement of funds. This severely limits the financial flexibility of the Fund.

The post-damage guarantee does not serve as a source of financing for geothermal projects. Nevertheless, it proved to be an effective insurance design in EU Member States that provide it, as it allows geothermal developers to attract external capital. From an accounting point of view, the funds are frozen when the guarantee is granted but only released when the risk occurs. As such, it allows some financial relief to the Fund and this flexibility ensures that many projects can be covered at the same time.

With regard to the aforementioned considerations, a post-damage guarantee shall be favoured in relation to the European Geothermal Risk Mitigation Fund.
c) THE LONG-TERM RISK

With regard to the long-term risk, the insurance shall aim at covering the remaining depreciable value of the wells and the geothermal loop as well as the loss of geothermal resource (see *infra* ‘eligible costs and coverage ratio’). The coverage of the “long term” risk should take into account some specific elements. Natural depletion is a standard technical risk that operators can deal with proper reservoir management. Offering the option to have insurance coverage for the “long term” risk should not set up a classic moral hazard situation where “unsustainable reservoir management” is an unintended consequence.

As previously explained, the EGRIF shall provide a post-damage guarantee for the long-term risk considering the accounting advantages of this option compared to the guaranteed loan.

Guideline

The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall provide a repayable advance in relation to exploration and a post-damage guarantee where the short-term risk and/or the long-term risk materialize. In particular, these mechanisms shall apply, whether geothermal heat or electricity is generated conventionally or through EGS.

3. GOVERNANCE

The existence of an insurance Fund on the European stage calls the establishment of some governance. Basically, the governance implies some administration to handle the insurance process and requires some decision-making as well as some expertise.

The most significant point in relation to governance is the level at which this governance shall be settled.

a) CENTRALISATION

The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund could be managed in various ways. There could be:

- An exclusive management by an EU institution;
- An exclusive management by a national institution;
- A shared management between an EU institution and a national institution;

An exclusive management by an EU institution implies that all applications for the benefit of insurance and insurance claims be submitted to a unique institution operating on the EU level in a one-stop-shop process. In theory, such governance could exist.

An exclusive management by a national institution implies that on each national stage, a specific institution deals with applications and insurance claims. This option seems inadequate since:

- It would require specific technical, financial and legal expertise for geothermal electricity projects. Yet, some countries may not benefit from this expertise;
- The board shall include some representatives of each shareholder. Having an exclusive governance on each national stage would require these representatives to take part in each national governance, which may prove quite complex;
A shared management would imply some functions to be entrusted to national institutions and others to an EU institution. However, it seems undesirable to have the decision-making and the expertise split out between two different levels as this would presumably lead to a burdensome process. Nevertheless, there could be a secretariat on the national stage while the decision-making and the expertise would be dealt with on the EU stage.

Another governance pattern should be discussed regarding the possible existence of a national insurance system dealing with the resource risk for geothermal. Where a national insurance exist, this could lead to a shared coverage. Such a shared coverage would necessarily imply some kind of cooperation between the national Fund/insurance company and the EU institution. In this respect, the national insurance company or the national insurance Fund shall address the EU or national institution in charge of the secretariat. The completed applications and insurance claims could then be examined by the national insurer and the EU institution either jointly or separately.

A joint examination, as opposed to a separate examination, would require:
- A one-stop-shop process;
- A unique application;
- A unique insurance claim;
- A unique expertise;
- A unique decision relating to the grant/the release of the insurance and the respective coverage ratio provided;

Presumably, a joint examination would therefore ensure a more efficient insurance process than a separate one.

**Guideline**

The secretariat shall take place on the national stage or the EU stage. Applications and insurance claims as well as any relevant document shall be submitted to the secretariat in English.

The board and the expertise shall be settled on the EU level to avoid any shortage of expertise and any governance issue.

Where a national insurance exists, cooperation shall be favoured. In this respect, the national insurance company/Fund shall address the EU governance. A joint examination shall be favoured involving a unique expertise on the EU level and a common final decision by the EU board. In this regard, a representative of the national insurance system shall be part of the EU board when final decision is made. An agreement between the EU governance and the national insurer shall be found on the provision of a shared coverage. The respective coverage ratio and all relevant criteria shall be set contractually.

**b) ENTITIES**

- **The secretariat**
  The secretariat, whether on the national or the EU stage, shall be in charge of receiving applications and insurance claims, as well as any relevant document. Any information submitted to the secretariat shall be in English (applications, claims, reporting documents).
  The secretariat shall acknowledge receipt of applications or insurance claims. If these are incomplete, the secretariat may require additional information. If the secretariat remains silent for two months, the application or insurance claim shall be considered as complete.

- **The board and the rapporteur**
The board shall be in charge of decision-making because it shall ultimately decide whether the insurance should be granted and released, according to sound expertise. In this regard, the board shall also be in charge of appointing technical, financial and legal independent experts having sound knowledge of geothermal.

The board shall include 9 members being:
- Representatives of EGRIF shareholders;
- Geothermal professionals;
- Experts;
- In case of a national insurance being available and a shared coverage being considered, a representative of the national insurance system shall take part in the decision-making process;

Shareholders shall agree on the appointment of their representatives. They shall also agree on the appointment of representatives of the geothermal sector and experts. Members of the board shall be appointed for a renewable three-year term. They shall avoid any conflict of interests. Members of the board shall elect an Executive Chairman for a renewable three-year term. He shall have a casting vote. He shall act in any circumstances on behalf of the board. He shall organize the board’s work in coordination with the secretariat. In particular, he shall ensure that members of the board may carry out their functions and deal with suspicion of any conflict of interest. He may be dismissed ad nutum following a majority vote of the board.

An attendance quorum of 5 members shall be respected for decisions to be taken by the board. The Executive Chairman shall mandatorily be part of the attendance quorum. The board shall decide by means of reasoned decisions that may not be appealable.

Each submitted application shall be entrusted to a member of the board. Each member of the board shall thus be a rapporteur for a number of projects. The rapporteur shall supervise the projects entrusted to him from beginning to end and report to the board.

- **The expertise**

The board shall rely on expertise regarding the submitted applications and claims. Experts shall be independent both from members of the board and from developers whose application or claim is being assessed. These experts shall be familiar with the geothermal field and have some proven technical, financial or legal skills.

**4. CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL STRUCTURE**

The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall rely on a strong capital and financial structure. This underlying principle raises the matter of reinsurance as well as the likelihood of a balancing of the Fund.

**a) THE SEED CAPITAL**

The seed capital shall have as many diversified sources as possible. Indeed, the more diversified the seed capital is, the more reliable the insurance system will be. The minimum seed capital shall be of 50 Mio – 100 Mio €.

The seed capital shall stem from all possible sources such as:
- The European Union;
- The Member States;
- The regional level authorities of the Member States;
▪ Insurance companies and brokers;
▪ Private and public financial institutions;
▪ Other reliable stakeholders;

In any circumstances, the distribution of the seed capital shall be made public and transparent.

b) OPERATING INCOMES
Among all possible incomes for an insurance system, the following shall be considered as suitable. They could apply cumulatively or not.

Fees
Insurance fees shall be charged in relation to each application made to the Fund (for the repayable advance, for the short-term guarantee and for the long-term guarantee).

In relation to each phase of the project, fees shall be charged according to the following ranges of values. These ranges of values are based on the existing insurance concepts for the resource risk in Europe:

- The exploration phase: a 6% to 8% interest rate could be charged as for the repayable advance;
- The short-term guarantee: a premium amounting to 3.5% to 5% of the eligible costs could be charged;
- The long-term guarantee: a fixed fee of 12 000€ to 13000€ per year could be charged;

These insurance fees might be modulated according the estimated resource risk. They shall be set in the reference contract signed between the developer and the governance.

Proceeds of investments made with the EGRIF treasury:
The governance of EGRIF shall be allowed to make investments with the treasury and use the proceeds of these investments as an income.

c) THE FUND BALANCE
Aforementioned incomes may not be sufficient to allow the balancing of the Fund. In addition, when relying on these incomes, the balancing would mainly depend on the success of insured geothermal projects.

In this context, the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall be able to exhaust and be replenished with available public and private funding. This would give the EGRIF more flexibility from an accountancy point of view.

d) REINSURANCE
Considering the financial stakes the EGRIF may face and the flexibility needed to insure as many reliable geothermal projects as possible, some reinsurance shall be applied to in order to provide the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund with some financial relief. This shall be achieved contractually between the EGRIF and a reinsurer.

5. BENEFICIARIES
The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall be made available to private and public organizations developing geothermal electricity projects on the EU territory.
6. ELIGIBLE COSTS AND COVERAGE RATIO

The European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall be concerned with the exploration phase, the short-term risk and the long-term risk. In relation to each of these phases, the EGRIF shall cover some of the costs borne by the developer, where these are deemed eligible, and up to a certain level set contractually.

a) THE EXPLORATION PHASE

The costs considered as eligible regarding the exploration phase shall be the costs of the exploration well. These shall include in particular, but not exclusively, the costs relating to:

- Installing and breaking down the rig;
- The drilling itself;
- Tubing;
- The cleaning;
- Well testing and improvements;
- Drilling management;

Specific case of EGS: where EGS is considered, exploration may involve specific costs in relation to the reservoir development concept. These costs shall be eligible for coverage.

Eligible costs shall be specified in the reference insurance contract eventually signed between the developer and the EGRIF.

Regarding the exploration phase, a financial support taking the form of a repayable advance shall be provided to the applicant.

Depending on the risk assessed by the independent experts and the amount of the eligible costs, a certain amount would be released to cover the aforementioned costs. This amount shall be set contractually on a case-to-case basis. If the developer benefits from national subsidies with respect to the exploration drilling, these shall be removed from the amount of the repayable advance.

As the success and failure criteria cannot be determined exactly in the exploration phase, the advance shall be repaid when production begins. The reference contract shall specify the starting point and deadlines for reimbursement.

As for reimbursement, the amount to be repaid shall be enhanced. An interest rate as well as a discharge factor shall be set contractually.

b) THE SHORT-TERM RISK

The costs deemed eligible with regard to the short-term risk may differ depending on the kind of technology considered for geothermal electricity production:

Heat and electricity production using conventional technologies

The costs deemed eligible shall be the costs of the first production/injection drilling. These shall include in particular, but not exclusively:

- Installing and breaking down the rig;
- The drilling itself;
- Tubing;
- The cleaning;
- Well testing;
- Drilling management;

**Electricity production using EGS**

In addition to the aforementioned eligible expenses, where geothermal electricity is generated using non-conventional technologies, eligible costs shall also include in particular, but not exclusively:

- The reservoir development (e.g. seismic sensors and modelling);
- The reservoir stimulation (e.g. hydraulic pumps, pumping costs, chemicals, seismic monitoring);

Eligible costs shall be specified in the reference contract signed between the developer and the EGRIF. Subsidised costs shall be excluded from the eligible expenses. Lists of expenses considered as eligible for insurance coverage in France and Germany can be found in Appendix IV.

The insurance provided in relation to the short-term risk shall work through a revolving mechanism: the first drilling shall be insured. When successful, the insurance provided may be reused to cover a following drilling. The insurance may be successively reused in this way to cover several drillings until one fails and the insurance be released.

As for the coverage ratio in relation to the short-term risk, two options may apply:

**1st option**

The eligible expenses may be covered up to 70-90%. A ceiling shall apply for each drilling. In this respect, the costs insured shall be established on a case-to-case basis.

The rate eventually applied shall depend on the drilling being partially successful or unsuccessful. The rate shall also depend on the possible energy recovery, where for instance heat can be generated instead of electricity (see *infra* ‘eligibility criteria’).

In any way, the coverage rate shall be set contractually with respect to the above mentioned range of values. A franchise amounting to 100 000€ - 150 000€ shall be borne by the developers.

**Eligible expenses/drilling**

![Diagram showing insurance coverage by the EU Fund, ceiling, and eligible expenses as a percentage of total expenses.](image)
+ It provides a homogeneous rate for all EU developers;
+ It provides a generous rate encouraging the development of geothermal electricity generation;
- The generous rate provided may lead to competition with existing national insurances;

2nd option

The eligible expenses are differently covered depending on whether a national insurance coverage exists.

Where no insurance exists, eligible expenses would be covered up to 50%.

Where insurance for the resource risk exists, the EGRIF would provide an additional 10% coverage. The national insurance could then provide coverage up to 30% of eligible expenses, the overall coverage not exceeding 90% of these expenses.

A ceiling shall apply. In this respect, the costs insured shall be established on a case-to-case basis.

Here again, the rate eventually applied shall depend on the drilling being partially successful or unsuccessful and on the possible energy recovery (see infra ‘eligibility criteria’).

The coverage rate shall be set contractually with respect to the aforementioned range of values. A franchise amounting to 100 000€ - 150 000€ shall be borne by the developers.

This option has pros and cons:

- Both rates (50% for countries without insurance and 60% for countries with insurance) are sufficient to encourage geothermal electricity development without competing existing insurances;
- The additional coverage offered by EGRIF acts as a lever for the development of national insurances;
- This option leads to a differentiated treatment and potentially favours countries where insurance is already available;

c) THE LONG-TERM RISK

The costs deemed eligible in relation to the long-term risk shall be:

- The remaining depreciable value of the well(s) and the geothermal loop(s);
- The stimulation measures;
- The loss of the geothermal resource, as a percentage of the enthalpy multiplied by the flow rate;

These eligible costs shall be clearly specified in the reference contract. If national subsidies are available on the national stage in relation to the perennity of the geothermal resource they shall be removed from the eligible expenses.

The coverage rate for the long-term risk shall depend on the results of the previous drilling(s) ie whether the drilling(s) was (were) completely or partially successful. The rate shall also depend on the possible energy recovery in spite of the resource depletion (see infra ‘eligibility criteria’). It shall be set contractually.

Where a national insurance exists, a shared coverage shall be made available from the EGRIF. The national insurer shall address the EGRIF in this respect and the respective coverage rates shall be set on a contractual basis.

The long-term risk guarantee shall be provided for a period of 10 to 20 years, as set contractually between the developer and the Fund on a case-to-case basis.

A franchise amounting to 100 000€ - 150 000€ shall be borne by the developer.

7. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Eligibility criteria shall enable the experts to assess applications and claims in relation to each insured phase of a geothermal electricity project. Eligibility criteria with respect to both applications and insurance claims are considered.

a) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR APPLICATIONS MADE TO THE EGRIF

Applications made to the EGRIF may vary depending on the coverage sought (repayable advance, short-term guarantee or long-term guarantee). Regardless of the phase concerned with the application, some requirements shall be common to each application.
Criteria common to all applications

- **The obligation to disclose the data collected**

Any developer willing to benefit from the guarantees provided by the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund shall engage to disclose to the EGRIF all data collected during his geothermal project.

This data shall be in particular, but not exclusively:

- The temperature;
- The depth and thickness of the reservoir;
- The flow;
- The geology;
- The porosity;
- The permeability;
- The geochemical analysis of the fluid;
- The seismicity measurements;

The reference contract shall determine the data to be disclosed as well as the term when this data shall be made public. It shall also provide that any breach of the disclosure obligation shall lead either to the termination of the insurance contract or the review of the insurance, in particular of the coverage rate.

The data shall be submitted by means of a unique and exhaustive report, with respect to the terms of the reference contract.

The data collected shall be used in the establishment of a Public Geothermal European Database.

- **The obligation to comply with schedules**

The developer benefiting from at least one guarantee under the EGRIF shall engage to comply with schedules. In other words, the reference contract shall specify the time limit for the exploration and drilling to be undertaken and achieved. In particular, the reference contract shall specify the starting point of the schedule as well as any possible extension of the term. This shall apply even where exploration/drilling/exploitation is successful.

These schedules and their relating considerations shall be set contractually depending on the specificities of each geothermal electricity project.

- **Reporting obligations**

Developers benefiting from one of the guarantee under the EGRIF shall abide by reporting obligations. Concretely, the developer shall inform the rapporteur appointed by the board to supervise his project about the project’s execution, whether the insurance is granted for the exploration phase, the drilling phase or the production phase.

The reference contract shall specify the information to be submitted under the reporting obligation and the frequency of the reporting obligations. The rapporteur shall be allowed to require any information at any time.
Public and confidential information within the application procedure

Among the information submitted to the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, the reference contract shall set the one which shall eventually be made public and when it shall become public.

Besides, where the applicant desires to keep some information secret (e.g.: use of a specific industrial process) he shall submit this information under separate cover. The reference contract shall determine whether this information shall eventually be made public.

In this respect, the board and experts appointed by the board shall comply with confidentiality duties and shall not disclose any information until it is made public.

Criteria to benefit from the repayable advance

In order to apply for the repayable advance, the developer shall submit the following information to the secretariat:

- A detailed presentation (identity, legal form, information on contractors and key personnel);
- The location of the exploration site;
- Detailed surface studies and any relevant document or piece of information proving the probable existence of a commercially viable geothermal resource;
- A detailed program of exploration work;
- Available financing and proof of financial capacity to achieve the whole exploration program;
- Legal permits and licences;

Specific case of EGS: where EGS are considered, the developer shall in addition submit:

- The reservoir development concept;
- Seismicity studies;
- Stimulation modelling ie expected impact of chemical, hydraulic or thermal stimulations;

Criteria to benefit from the short-term risk guarantee

A developer shall be entitled to apply for the short-term guarantee whether he has benefited from the repayable advance or not.

In order to apply for the short-term guarantee, the developer shall submit the following information to the secretariat:

- A detailed presentation (identity, legal form, information on contractors and key personnel);
- Whether he has benefited from the repayable advance;
- The location of the drilling site;
- A prefeasibility study as a result of exploration, which proves the likelihood of electricity production for the considered geothermal project;
- A feasibility study, which should particularly insist on the expected flow rate and temperature;
- A detailed program of wells and tests;
- The power plant use concept (electricity generation/CHP) and the intended use of the energy. In particular, the developer shall submit a curve displaying the possible recovery of the energy (heat generation/CHP) according to the achieved flow rate and temperature;
- Seismic investigations and their analysis;
- Legal permits and licences required for exploitation and proof of compliance with legal requirements (e.g. environmental impact assessment, public information);

Where EGS are considered, the developer shall in addition submit:
- The degree to which the project involves technical innovation;
- The reservoir development program;
- The planned stimulation measures;
- The planned seismic monitoring;

**Criteria to benefit from the long-term risk guarantee**
A developer shall be entitled to apply for the long-term risk guarantee if he has benefited from the short-term guarantee only or if he may provide all relevant results of the drilling phase to the board.

Where the developer has not previously benefited from the short-term guarantee, the board shall decide whether the developer may apply for the long-term guarantee on a case-to-case basis.

In order to apply for the long-term guarantee, the developer shall submit the following information to the secretariat:

- A detailed presentation (identity, legal form, information on contractors and key personnel);
- Whether he has benefited from the short-term risk guarantee;
- The location of the geothermal site;
- The results of the drilling phase, in particular the achieved flow rate and temperature;
- The financial plan of the operational phase (e.g. return on investment, financing of the project, initial value of the well(s) and loop(s));
- The power plant use concept, the intended use of the energy in case of the resource depleting and a curve displaying the possible recovery of the energy according to the flow rate and temperature;
- Legal permits and licences required for exploitation and proof of compliance with legal requirements;
- The operations and maintenance program, including the frequency and method of control as well as the controlled parameters;

**b) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR INSURANCE CLAIMS SUBMITTED TO THE EGRIF**

Regardless of the phase concerned with the insurance claim, some requirements shall be common to each claim.
• The obligation to engage stimulations measures before submitting the insurance claim

Whether the project generates geothermal electricity using conventional technologies or EGS, the developer shall only be allowed to file an insurance claim where he has undertaken all relevant stimulation measures either to find a viable resource or to avoid its depletion.

Stimulation measures to undertake shall be determined by the board and supervise by the rapporteur.

• Public and confidential information within the claim procedure

The reference contract shall determine which of the information disclosed by the developer in its insurance claim shall eventually be made public and when this shall be made public.

In this respect, the board and experts appointed by the board shall comply with confidentiality duties and shall not disclose any information until it is made public.

8. INSURANCE PROCESS

Criteria for the guarantees to be released

It shall ultimately be up to the board to decide whether the short-term guarantee or the long-term guarantee has to be released. The decision shall be based on sound expertise. Criteria taken into account by the independent experts in determining whether the insurance has to be released shall be those set in the reference contract.

In relation to the short-term guarantee, the developer shall in particular, but not exclusively, submit the following information in his insurance claim:

- The achieved flow and temperature;
- The possible recovery of the energy in accordance with the curve provided in his application;
  
  In relation to the long-term guarantee, the developer shall in particular, but not exclusively, submit the following information in his insurance claim:

- The remaining depreciable value of the well(s) and loop(s) and supporting financial documents;
- The proof that the electricity/heat generation decreases;
- The proof that the geothermal resource depletes (flow rate and/or temperature) and the proof of the natural origin of this depletion;
- The proof of the causal relationship between the resource depletion and the decrease in the electricity/heat generation;

Each application and claim shall be duly assessed by experts and the board against eligibility criteria. In this respect, the insurance process shall take place as follows.
a) EXAMINATION OF APPLICATION

Applications could take place on a tendering basis or be submitted to the governance continuously. Considering that tenders may ease the insurance process by examining all completed applications at once, regular tenders (e.g. 3 to 4 times a year) shall be favoured.

Once the call for tender is launched, the secretariat shall acknowledge the receipt of applications. It shall then ensure that applications are complete. If not, it may require applicants to provide additional information. If the secretariat remains silent for two months, the application shall be considered as complete. Applications which are not complete at the time of the tender shall be resubmitted when a following tender takes place.

The secretariat submits all completed applications to the board. The board then appoints a rapporteur for each application. In relation to applications for the long-term guarantee, when the developer has not previously benefited from the short-term guarantee, the board shall also immediately decide whether the developer may apply for the long-term guarantee.

Independent experts are appointed to assess the technical, legal and financial viability of the geothermal electricity project. These experts shall be independent from members of the board as well as from developers whose application they are assessing. As soon as they are appointed, applications are submitted to them.

Independent experts shall submit their opinion to the rapporteur within three months from the date of their appointment. They shall be able to require any additional information from the rapporteur, any adequate interview with the developer and any visit of the geothermal site. Their opinion shall have a binding effect and experts shall be able to provide binding recommendations to be complied with by the developer when drilling or plant operation begins. In particular, the experts shall provide the board with recommendations as to the success and failure criteria as well as the curve displaying the possible recovery of energy as proposed by the developer.

From the date experts provide their opinion to the board, the board shall have two months to provide the applicant with a reasoned decision as to whether the repayable advance/the guarantee is granted. This decision of the board shall not be appealable.

The reference contract relating to the repayable advance, the short-term guarantee or the long-term guarantee shall be signed within two months from the date the board has provided the applicant with its reasoned decision.
**b) EXAMINATION OF INSURANCE CLAIMS**

Where the short-term risk or the long-term risk realize, the developer shall file an insurance claim and submit it to the secretariat.

The secretariat shall acknowledge receipt of the claim. It may require additional information where the file is incomplete. If the secretariat remains silent for two months, the insurance claim shall be considered as complete. The secretariat forwards the claim to the board.

The board shall then require experts to provide an opinion on the release of the insurance.

Experts shall do so within three months from the date they have been provided with the insurance claim. In relation to both the short-term and the long-term guarantees, they shall assess the claim against eligibility criteria set in the reference contract (e.g. achieved flow and temperature compared to expected ones, the possible recovery of the energy). In addition, where the long-term guarantee is asked for, experts shall assess the claim in accordance with the proof provided by the developer in its insurance claim (see *supra* ‘eligibility criteria for the long-term guarantee to be released’). Their opinion is binding.

Within two months from the date experts submit their opinion to the board, the board shall provide a reasoned decision to the developer as to whether the insurance shall be released. The decision of the board shall specify the amount of the coverage released in accordance with the reference contract. The decision of the board may not be appealable.
LITIGATION

In case of dispute arising in relation to the insurance provided by the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund, amicable arrangements shall be favoured.

If the dispute cannot be settled on an amicable basis, it shall be brought before an Arbitral Tribunal.

The Arbitral Tribunal shall consist of three arbitrators appointed as follows:

- One arbitrator shall be appointed by the board;
- A second arbitrator shall be appointed by the developer;
- The third arbitrator shall be appointed by agreement of the developer and the board or, if they do not agree, by the President of the European Court of Justice or the President of the European Commission;

CONCLUSION

The proposals for the establishment of the European Geothermal Risk Insurance Fund put forward in this second part are consistent.

One scenario among others may be favoured at a given time. However, EGRIF shall be conceived as an evolutionary process whose ultimate purpose is to act as an insurance vector for the coverage of the resource risk encountered in geothermal electricity projects.
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APPENDIX I
SNAPSHOT DESCRIPTION OF NATIONAL INSURANCE SYSTEMS IN EUROPE

Figure 2 gives an overview of the current state of the resource risk insurance in each country of the European Union, plus Iceland and Switzerland.

This appendix provides some details of the existing national insurances, as shown in figure 2. It also provides some references for each studied country. These references were used either as a reading support to understand the existing insurance mechanisms or as a means to determine the lack of insurance for the resource risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of insurance</td>
<td>National Fund. Post-damage guarantee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>SAF-environnement. It is a subsidiary financing company of the Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital and financial structure</td>
<td>The capital was initially filled by the Minister of Industry and later topped up by the ADEME (National Agency for Environnement and Energy Management). There are also shareholders from public and private financial institutions concerned with geothermal and more broadly with renewable energies. Feas are charged on the beneficiaries. As for the short-term guarantee, these fees amount to 3.5% to 5% of the insured costs. As for the long-term guarantee, a fixed fee of 13000€/year is charged. Incomes are also generated through proceeds of investments made with the treasury of the Fund.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiaries</td>
<td>The legal entity for which work is done and that holds the exploration and/or exploitation licenses, commonly known as the “maître d'ouvrage”. The insurance benefits national developers. These developers may be public, semi-public or private.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks insured</td>
<td>The short-term risk (drilling). The long-term risk (exploitation).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Eligible costs | As for the short-term guarantee: The total cost of the first drilling. Subsidies are removed from eligible expenses. Eligible expenses include stimulation measures and tests.  

*(Details of eligible expenses for the short-term guarantee can be found in Appendix IV).*  

As for the long-term guarantee: The remaining depreciable value of the wells and the geothermal loop. Eligible expenses also include the flow and temperature of the geothermal fluid (as clearly specified in the reference contract). |
| Coverage ratio | As for the short-term guarantee:  

Compensation depends on the degree of success of the drilling i.e. on achieved flow and temperature regarding the expected IRR of the developer.  
Success, partial success or failure is determined according to a success/failure curve which shows, for each pair of flow-temperature values whether the drilling is successful, partially successful or unsuccessful.  
When drilling is successful no compensation is made.  
When drilling is partially successful, compensation is made so that the developer reaches profitability.  
When drilling is unsuccessful, total compensation is made. The Fund then covers 65% of the eligible costs. Some French Regions may provide an additional coverage of 25% leading to an overall ratio of 90% (e.g. Ile-de-France, Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur). A ceiling of 4 200 000€/drilling applies.  
As for the long-term guarantee:  
Where damage can be remedied, the Fund covers the repair costs and provides compensation for the plant’s immobilization.  
Where damage cannot be remedied, compensation depends on the loss of thermal power. Where the thermal power remains between 50% and 75% of the reference thermal power, partial compensation is made in proportion to the loss suffered. Where the thermal power falls below 50% of the reference thermal power, full compensation is made. However a ceiling of 1 200 000€ applies.  
The long-term guarantee applies for 20 years from the date the reference contract has been signed.  
A franchise of 120 000€ applies. |
| Eligibility criteria | The developer shall submit to the Technical Committee:  
- A project description;  
- A technical, legal and financial feasibility study (including in particular the expected ROI, which shall be at least 8%, and a flow- |
temper
ture sensitivity curve);  
- A stimulation and test program; 

Within the long-term guarantee, the developer shall abide by rules of good technical practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance process</th>
<th>A technical committee assesses applications and claims. Its members are representatives from several institutions (ADEME, private and public owners of geothermal plants, institutions specialized in renewable energy projects and SAF-environnement) as well as appointed experts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Short additional comments | The Fund proved its efficiency for 30 years. It compensates the lack of private insurance and allows the development of geothermal heat through a one-off guarantee based on risk pooling. This pooling helps sharing out the risks over projects expected to be successful and innovative projects. 

In 2012, the French government set geothermal electricity production as one of its priority target and now considers a guarantee system for such production, which may espouse the guarantee known to geothermal heat production. 

French authorities are now considering the export of the national expertise acquired in the geothermal field abroad. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Country</strong></th>
<th><strong>Germany</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of insurance</strong></td>
<td>Private insurance policies. Post-damage guarantee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>Insurance companies acting as a direct insurer (Munich Re, Swiss Re, Axa, Goather, R&amp;V) and as insurance brokers (Marsh, Willis).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capital and financial structure</strong></td>
<td>The insurance relies on premiums. Premiums are set on a case-to-case basis. In this respect, the higher the probability of success, the lower the premium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiaries</strong></td>
<td>Customers on the national stage and abroad (e.g. in Denmark and in the USA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance scope</strong></td>
<td>Heat and electricity production. Deep wells. Hydrothermal projects only, as EGS are still considered as too risk-prone by the insurance private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risks insured</strong></td>
<td>The short-term risk (drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligible costs</strong></td>
<td>Usually, all costs spent on drilling, stimulation and test program can be insured. The insurance policy may cover one or several drillings. <em>(Details of expenses deemed eligible by German insurance companies can be found in Appendix IV).</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage ratio</strong></td>
<td>Compensation depends on the degree of success of the drilling. A threshold value for either the reached thermal capacity or the reached pair of flow-temperature values defines the project’s success or failure. This threshold value is set individually for each project and is based on economic considerations. A tested thermal capacity/flow-temperature below the threshold value results in the full payment of the insurance sum. Values above the threshold define a successful well. In individual cases, it is also possible to define a partial success in the transition zone where only a certain part of the insurance sum is paid out. According to the general concept of private insurance solutions, the insurance sum is negotiated between the beneficiary and the insurance company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligibility criteria</strong></td>
<td>The developer shall submit the insurance company: - A project description; - A technical, legal and financial feasibility study; - Seismic investigations including their interpretation; - A stimulation and hydraulic test program;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The power plant and heat use concept;
- Information on contractors and key personnel;
- An independent expert’s report on the conclusiveness of all data;
- An external report quantifying the probability of success to generate the requested flow rate and temperature (the POS-study): usually insurance companies only submit an offer where the probability of success exceeds 80%;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance process</th>
<th>Contractual negotiations. By now, a number of insurance companies and brokers employ in-house experts for geothermal projects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Short additional description | The first insurance policy was issued in 2003 for the Unterhaching project in the Molasse Basin. The policy came from the Munich Re Group. In recent years, other insurance companies offered several policies to geothermal projects. German insurance companies thus engaged in providing insurance for the resource risk, both in Germany and abroad. However, policies covering the resource risk in Germany are currently offered for projects located in two of the three main geothermal provinces in Germany (the Molasse Basin and the Upper Rhine Graben) and depend on the individual case. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Country</strong></th>
<th><strong>Germany</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of insurance</strong></td>
<td>National revolving Fund. Loan with an indemnification clause.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>Kreditsansalt für Wiederbau (KfW) and Munich Re. The KfW-Bankengruppe is a bank owned by the German government and the federal states of Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capital and financial structure</strong></td>
<td>The Fund was initially filled by the Bundesministerium für Umwelt (Federal Environment Ministry) with 60 M € through the Renewable Energy Incentive Program MAP. The application fee amounts to 65000€ covering the assessment of the documentation by Munich Re and KfW. A further 45000€ is charged for auditing and expert monitoring of the project progress. A high interest rate is charged until termination of the drilling work, stimulation measures and hydraulic tests, plus a specific disagio defined by the project risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiaries</strong></td>
<td>National developers. These developers may be public (e.g. municipalities, local authorities), semi-public (e.g. private companies majority owned by municipalities) or private (e.g. small and medium-sized companies, non-commercial investors).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance scope</strong></td>
<td>Heat and electricity production. Wells deeper than 400 meters. Hydrothermal and possibly EGS projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risks insured</strong></td>
<td>The short-term risk (drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligible costs</strong></td>
<td>Drilling and stimulation costs with at least two drillings (one production drilling and one injection drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage ratio</strong></td>
<td>Projects can apply for a loan up to 16 M€/drilling (one doublet) covering a maximum of 80% of the eligible costs. The loan can be combined with a redemption grant for accrued stimulation costs (provided that a higher interest and a higher disagio are accepted).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligibility criteria</strong></td>
<td>The developer shall submit the same project documentation as required by German insurance companies. However, no POS study is requested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance process</strong></td>
<td>Applications are submitted by developers to their affiliated bank, called the ‘Hausbank’. This bank conveys the application forms and guarantees the payback of the loan to KfW. The indemnity only applies until successful testing of the well. If the drilling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is not successful (the thermal capacity is not reached), the loan is forgiven. If testing of the well is positive, the credit is continued without indemnity and at a reduced interest rate.

| Short additional description | The Fund was launched in 2009. Since then, geothermal project developers in Germany can choose between two options of mitigation their resource risk: the federal risk mitigation scheme (Fündigkeitsrisiko Tiefengeothermie) and private market-based insurance. The main advantage of the Fund is that it combines project financing via a credit and the mitigation of risk. However, some pitfalls have been identified, such as the difficulty in finding a Hausbank to convey the application form to KfW and the uncertainty of interest rate and disagio prior to loan promise. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Iceland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of insurance</strong></td>
<td>Loan converted into grant. The National Energy Fund.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>ORKUSTOFNUN, the national energy authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capital and financial structure</strong></td>
<td>Capital is maintained with yearly State budget. A 6% interest rate on loans applies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiaries</strong></td>
<td>National private (e.g. firms or individuals) and public (e.g. municipalities) operators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance scope</strong></td>
<td>Heat production, both for public supply (e.g. horticulture or similar economic activities) and heating of individual homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risks insured</strong></td>
<td>Exploration and short-term risk (drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligible costs</strong></td>
<td>Exploration and drilling costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage ratio</strong></td>
<td>The loan may cover up to 60% of eligible costs. The loans are offered for a period up to 10 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Eligibility criteria** | The developer shall submit the National Energy Authority:  
- A project description;  
- A technical, legal and financial feasibility study, including in particular:  
  ✓ recommendations of recognized geoscientists stating the estimated production capacity;  
  ✓ a cost estimate for the planned hot water supply specifying the probable number of connected users and any causes to believe that some potential users will prefer no to connect to the hot water supply;  
  ✓ feasibility calculations, based on the Fund’s calculation model, where the estimated energy price from the proposed energy supplier is compared with the present energy price as well as other energy options;  
Loans can only be granted where geothermal heat production can help reducing the public cost of home heating. |
| **Insurance process** | The National Energy Authority provides its comments on the application. These comments are submitted to the National Energy Council, which decides on the granting of loans. However, loan documents will not be prepared nor registered, nor will loan payments begin, until the Minister provides confirmation of the loan. |
| **Short** | The National Energy Fund aims at developing the economic exploitation of |
additional description: the country’s energy resources. Beyond loans for geothermal exploration and drilling, it also offers grants for the exploitation of domestic energy resources.

It is largely admitted that the success of geothermal development is owed to the insurance coverage provided by the National Energy Fund.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>The Netherlands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of insurance</td>
<td>Post-damage guarantee. National Fund.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Agentschap NL (Dutch National Agency for innovation, sustainability and international business &amp; cooperation), Energy and Climate division.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital and financial structure</td>
<td>State budget of 43.35 M €. Premium of 7% of the maximum guaranteed amount is charged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficiaries</td>
<td>Public and private developers based in the Netherlands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance scope</td>
<td>Heat production. Two drillings (one production well and one injection well deeper than 500 meters).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risks insured</td>
<td>Short-term risk (drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible costs</td>
<td>Drilling and test costs. Subsidized costs are not covered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Coverage ratio | Up to 85% of eligible costs. A ceiling applies as follows:  
- The power guaranteed < 7.08 MW, the ceiling is of 8.5 M € in the 2nd tender (7 M € in the 1st tender);  
- The power guaranteed > 7.08 MW, the ceiling is of 7.2 M € in the 2nd tender (5.95 M € in the 1st tender);  
An additional coverage is possible, but the developer has to bear at least 5% of the risk. |
| Eligibility criteria | The developer must provide a technical, legal and financial feasibility study. He must comply with schedules: the drilling must start within 6 months after guarantee approval, completed within 1 year after guarantee approval and lead to application of geothermal energy within 2 years. The developer has to abide by reporting and disclosure obligations. |
| Insurance process | Complete applications are evaluated in order of receipt. TNO has an advising role, both in the application phase and in the assessment of results. The guarantee scheme is operated through tenders. The first opening took place in 2009 and the second in 2010. A third tender is now being prepared. |
| Short additional description | The risk mitigation scheme was launched in 2009 through the regulation SEI Risico’s dekken voor Aardwarmte. The scheme has been developed jointly by the Ministries of Economic Affairs and Agriculture together with NL Agency and TNO. After two tenders, the scheme is deemed to have helped projects get started. |
by ensuring financing through a quick and non-profitable insurance process. The scheme is considered as a transparent and objective benchmark for the market and officials expect that more private insurances will enter the geothermal market and will take over from the scheme.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Country</strong></th>
<th><strong>Switzerland</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of insurance</strong></td>
<td>Post-damage guarantee. The RPC Fund (the compensatory feed-in tariff Fund).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>The National Society for Electricity Network (Swissgrid) and the Federal office for Energy (OFEN).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capital and financial structure</strong></td>
<td>The guarantee scheme is fed by the RPC Fund, through which CHF 150 million are made available. The Fund is fed by all electricity consumers who pays a tax on each consumed KWh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beneficiaries</strong></td>
<td>National developers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- can be any project developer (see also the competition law), but the project has to be located in Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance scope</strong></td>
<td>Electricity production, including combined heat and power. The law does not specify the technology, hydrothermal or EGS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risks insured</strong></td>
<td>The short-term risk (drilling).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligible costs</strong></td>
<td>Drilling and testing costs. The law does not specify whether the coverage is concerned with one or several drillings but for now, the two insured projects (Saint-Gall and Lavey-les-Bains) both deal with one drilling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include well pads, mob and demob, drilling of production, injection and observation wells, logs and well instrumentation, pump and circulation tests, stimulation costs, chemical analysis and wellsite geology. The two projects that have received the risk guarantee are centered around one well (Lavey-les-Bains/VD) and two wells (St Gall/SG) plus the trimmings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coverage ratio</strong></td>
<td>Up to 50% of eligible costs, depending on the achieved flow and temperature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eligibility criteria</strong></td>
<td>The developer shall submit Swissgrid:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A project description;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A technical, legal and financial feasibility study;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All the documentation that a shareholder would want in the run-up to FID (final investment decision). This varies from case to case. It is usually ask for that – as a minimum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insurance process</strong></td>
<td>Switzerland appoints a “god-parent”. A “supervisor” would have executive power over the project. This is not the case for the “god-parent” – s/he would ensure that the project plan is adhered to, that there is a due change management process if not and so on. The god-parent would be the primary person in the evaluation of failure/partial failure/success.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Applications are submitted to Swissgrid. Swissgrid addresses the application to OFEN. OFEN appoints an expert panel for review and evaluation. The decision granting the guarantee also sets time schedules to be complied with, and which may be extended.

In addition, Swissgrid appoints a project guide who evaluates the results and reports to the expert panel about success, partial success or failure. The panel in turn reports to Swissgrid who decides about payments.

Two projects have benefited from the scheme so far, the AGEPP project in Lavey-les-Bains and the Saint-Gall project. It seems that the insurance scheme would require complementary mechanisms such as adequate financing for exploration. Recently, local parliaments drew the Federal Council's attention on this particular point.
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REFERENCES FOR
COUNTRIES WITHOUT INSURANCE FOR THE RESOURCE RISK

In GEOELEC partner countries (see Appendix I), the lack of insurance for the resource risk has been certified by partners. This refers to Belgium (EGEC), Greece (CRES), Italy (CNR-IGG) and Spain (APPA).

With regard to other European countries where no insurance for the resource risk exists, the shortage of insurance has been deduced or ascertained on the basis of the following references.

- **Austria**
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Austria, March 2011

- **Bulgaria**
  - Geothermal energy in Bulgaria
    [http://www.geothermalbg.org/geothermal.html](http://www.geothermalbg.org/geothermal.html)

- **Cyprus**
  - CYPRUS – Renewable Energy Factsheet, European Commission website
  - Investigation and determination of the geothermal parameters of the ground in Cyprus for the exploitation of geothermal energy and the impact of the results in the design of the geothermal systems, Proceedings from the 36th Workshop on Geothermal Reservoir Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, California, 31 January - 2 February 2011, G. Partasides
- **Czech Republic**
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Czech Republic, March 2011
    

- **Denmark**
  - Oil and gas production in Denmark 2011, Danish Energy Agency
    
  - International Geothermal Association website, Danish Factsheet,
    
    http://www.geothermal-energy.org/155,welcome_to_our_page_with_data_for_denmark.html

- **Estonia**
    
    http://www.reeep.org/index.php?id=9353&special=viewitem&cid=3

- **Finland**
  - International Geothermal Association website, Finnish Factsheet,
    
    http://www.geothermal-energy.org/156,welcome_to_our_page_with_data_for_finland.html

- **Hungary**
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Hungary, March 2011
    
• **Ireland**
  
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Ireland, March 2011
    

• **Latvia**
  
  - International Geothermal Association website, Latvia Factsheet,
    
    http://www.geothermal-energy.org/165,welcome_to_our_page_with_data_for_latvia.html
  
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Latvia, March 2011
    

• **Lithuania**
  
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Lithuania, March 2011
    
  
    
    http://geotermijosasociacija.lt/dokumentai/031_Geotermin%C4%97%20energetika%20Lietuvoje.pdf

• **Luxembourg**
  
  - International Geothermal Association website, Luxembourg Factsheet,
    
    http://www.geothermal-energy.org/168,welcome_to_our_page_with_data_for_luxembourg.html

• **Malta**
  
  - EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Malta, March 2011
    
• **Poland**

  EGEC Final Evaluation of the NREAPs, Poland, March 2011


• **Portugal**


• **Romania**

  Geothermal Energy in Romania, International Trade Fair Energy 2011, Hannover, 4-8 April 2011, Marcel G. Roşca


• **Slovakia**

  Geothermal energy in Slovakia, Intensive program “Renewable Energy Sources”, May 2011, S. Kušnir


• **Slovenia**

  International Geothermal Association website, Slovenia Factsheet,

  http://www.geothermal-energy.org/180.welcome_to_our_page_with_data_for_slovenia.html
**Sweden**


**United Kingdom**


APPENDIX II

SNAPSHOT DESCRIPTION OF
NATIONAL RISK MITIGATION MECHANISMS
OUTSIDE EUROPE

This appendix gives an overview of the current state of the resource risk mitigation mechanisms in geothermal electricity pioneer countries outside Europe. It also provides some details of two regional programs dealing with geothermal projects.

The African Rift Geothermal Facility (ARGeo)

The ARGeo program was endorsed by GEF (Global Environment Facility) in September 2009 at the World Bank’s and UNEP’s request. However, the World Bank withdrew in December 2011. This led to a program overhaul. The centerpiece of the ARGeo program is the Geothermal Risk Mitigation Facility (GRMF). ARGeo is also concerned with regional networking, technical assistance and a technical assistance facility for post drilling activities.

Following the World Bank’s withdrawal, the management was entrusted to the African Union Commission and KfW Entwicklungsbank jointly. The program covers both heat and electricity production. Countries involved are Rwanda, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. The GRMF provides direct and contingent grants covering 40% of exploratory and appraisal drilling cost (the scheme also covers 80% of surface exploration costs and preparatory studies and 20% of costs for infrastructure). The Facility was fed by public funds (20 M€ from the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development and 30 M€ from EU-ITF). It is also fed through a grant premium for successful wells amounting to 30% of the drilling costs if developers ensure financing of subsequent development steps within a certain period of time.

All legal entities (public, private and PPP) may apply for a grant. Grants are provided through a
competitive two-stage application process. The 1st stage is an open prequalification process inviting all potential applicants to submit their expressions of interest. Shortlisted developers are then invited to participate in the application round. In the 2nd stage, applications are accepted by a specified closing date each year.

Applications have to include work plans for surface studies and for exploration drillings. Consulting services from GRMF’s consultants are required to provide advice regarding the exploration drilling programs. The consultant plays a very active role by carrying out himself all necessary steps for a successful operation in cooperation with GMRF and under the supervision of an Oversight Committee. The consultant team comprises international and/or local long-term professionals with expertise and experience in geothermal projects and tender procedures. All applications that score over certain threshold are eligible for support through the Facility, according to availability of funding. Applications that receive the highest score receive funding first.

Following the withdrawal of the World Bank, the whole program was revised. From a post-damage guarantee it shifted to a grant mechanism. The governance was transferred to the local level and is now fed with foreign funds and equity. This reshuffle allowed the system to remain.
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**The Geothermal Energy Development Program (GeoFund)**

The GEF Council approved the GeoFund program in May 2003. It is a multi-country umbrella facility of $25 million with the objective of systematically promoting the use of geothermal energy in the Europe and Central Asia (ECA) region. The program does this through three instruments: technical assistance, geological risk insurance (GRI) and direct investment funding.

GeoFund is implemented through a series of subprojects over a period of eight years. The program is implemented on a project-to-project basis. The Program has experienced two phases so far. The first phase (APL 1) included two subprojects: a grant for technical assistance to the International Geothermal Association (IGA) and a Geological Risk Insurance (GRI) grant.
to MOL in Hungary. The second phase of the program (APL 2) is still ongoing and deals with technical assistance in Armenia.

GeoFund is managed by the World Bank. It provides contingent grants to countries from Europe and Central Asia (ECA) undertaking geothermal heat and electricity projects. The grant covers up to 85% of the estimated costs (well completion, surface facilities, testing process, administration). To benefit from a grant, the developer must prove that the country has an established program on renewable energy or that one is being established, that the project sponsor is committed to financing in a ratio of 1:5 and that the project readiness relies on a sound screening package. The success criteria is the ability of the geothermal well to produce the necessary quantity and quality of geothermal fluids to fuel the proposed geothermal electricity/direct use application. Those parameters are set on a case-to-case basis in a Grant Agreement. The Fund is fed with $10 million from GEF and with fees charged on the developers.

The Hungarian Oil and Gas Public Limited Company (MOL) Geothermal power plant project for electricity production is the only one to have benefited from the risk insurance mechanism under the GeoFund program. The grant was signed in November 2006 and amounted to $3.72 million. It covered the short-term geological risk associated with the drilling and testing activities. MOL paid a processing fee of $10,000 and a 3% fee on the insured amount.

The project was assessed by the GeoFund Group of Scientific and Technical Experts (STE) which was not a permanent body but which called on an expert community based on a roster of geological, technical, environmental, financial, economic and legal experts.

The results of the exploration and testing activities indicated that the two wells would not produce adequate geothermal flow rates for any geothermal-based operation. This was verified in a technical report produced by MOL, and further verified by a team of independent experts hired by the World Bank. An international auditing firm also verified the expenses for the payment claim. According to the Grant Agreement, a payment of $3.3 million was made.

The time and resources needed to identify and supervise the projects as well as the constraints faced by the project team to settle an application format caused the depletion of the GEF administrative budget for the overall GeoFund program after three years of implementation. No additional subprojects could be financed. It also caused the transfer of the program execution to the International Finance Corporation’s responsibility (IFC). In the beginning of 2010, a $10 million budget was released and the IFC invited resource developers to express their interest in Geothermal Well Productivity Insurance (GWPI) for their projects.
The United States

The United States is one of the largest consumers and producers of geothermal energy in the world. Since the 1970s, there have been a number of government-sponsored loans to boost the geothermal industry. Of significance regarding the resource risk was the User Coupled Confirmation Drilling Program which aimed to reduce risk by cost sharing with industry the confirmation of hydrothermal reservoirs and included drill holes, drilling, flow testing, reservoir engineering and drilling injection wells. If developers would finance the project out of in-house funds or a loan could be obtained from a commercial institution, the Department of Energy would pay between 20% (success) and 90% (failure) of the project cost based upon a formula, which took into consideration the usability of thermal fluids for the planned application. Later, the Reservoir Confirmation Loans provided loans up to a maximum of $3 million for determining the economic viability of electrical generation or direct use and drilling exploratory wells. The loan term was a maximum of 20 years. If revenues were inadequate to fully repay the principal and accrued interest within 20 years after production began, the remaining unpaid amount was to be forgiven. This program was designed to replace the User Coupled Confirmation Drilling Program, which only promoted heat production. Incentives in the forms of grants have also been part of the American policy.

In the US, much of the emphasis has therefore been placed on direct financial support. However, owing to a long history of exploration and development of natural resources (mainly in the oil industry), geothermal developers accepted the resource risk as an inherent part of geothermal development and most surface exploration and drilling was done by private entities at their own risk and expenses.

Recent programs such as the Geothermal Technologies Program do not deal with the risks associated to geothermal projects but include funding to establish geothermal industry as an economically competitive contributor instead.
Indonesia

Indonesia is blessed with geothermal resources. The 2003 geothermal law opened geothermal development up to private participation through competitive tendering. However, the information on the resources at hand that was available at the stage of tendering for geothermal working area was quite limited. In 2010, the government proposed to the Parliament to allocate a sizeable fund in the 2011 budget for financing the initial geothermal exploration activities (geological, geophysical and geochemistry surveys and drilling initial exploration wells). The fund is to enhance the existing geological data, which should make the resource risk more defined and manageable when a pre-selected area is offered for tender. The Geothermal Fund is concerned with both direct use and electricity production. It is managed by the Pusat Investasi Pemerintah (the Indonesian Investment Agency responsible in the field of infrastructure within the Ministry of Finance).

In exchange for the exploration data, the prospective bidder pays data compensation to the tender committee who passes it to Pusat Investasi Pemerintah. The costs of drilling deep well(s) are passed to the winner.

Initially, the Geothermal Fund receives money from the State Budget for five geothermal prospects each year over a period of five years beginning 2011. Aside from the seed money from the State Budget, financing can be expanded by co-financing from other international institutes. The Asian Development Bank showed its interest to participate in the program.
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Japan

The geothermal resources of Japan are owned by the Nation. Research and exploration began in the 1920s, involving government and university scientists. In the 1970s, the Agency of Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) began the process of systematic investigation of Japan’s geothermal resources. Work was concerned with the major elements of surface exploration and therefore of risk reduction, all sponsored financially by the government. In 1980, responsibility for continued work was assigned to the newly created New Energy Development Organization (NEDO). Together with AIST, NEDO funded an extensive multi-year program of research. Surface exploration was then carried out by private entities under contract to NEDO. The cost of drilling exploratory wells was shared equally between the government (50% grant), via NEDO, and the private developer. In addition, NEDO undertook to pay 25% of the cost of drilling development and injection wells in 1986. This great expenditure of public funds for geothermal exploration and drilling greatly reduced resource and financial risk for the private entities involved in Japan’s geothermal industry.
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The Philippines

The geothermal resources of the Philippines belong to the Nation. The exception to this is that in tribal areas, free and informed consent of the tribes is required.

Initial research and surface exploration was conducted by the National Volcanological Institute of the Philippines. By 1970, a joint venture combining an offshore private company (Union Oil Company of California, Unocal) and the Philippine National Power Corporation (NaPoCor) had begun the drilling of deep exploratory wells. Under their agreement, Unocal assumed the responsibility and the risk for drilling and well field development and operation, which was financed from their ongoing oil and gas operations.
In 1976, the Philippine National Oil Company (PNOC) was created and established a subsidiary, Energy Development Corporation (PNOC-EDC) to explore and develop new geothermal reservoirs. All resource risk was borne by PNOC-EDC and thus by the government of the Philippines.

By the year 2000, NaPoCo faced insolvency. Private Philippine entities bought the geothermal well fields. No specific risk mitigation measures have been adopted apparently because each field is a proven entity with significant power generation capacity.

Beginning in 2006, the EDC was also privatized. The Renewable Energy Act passed in December 2008 provides specific and attractive benefits to companies involved in geothermal exploration and development. Terms include a 7-year tax holiday on capital goods, reduction in corporate income tax from 30% to 10%, exemption from VAT and reduction in royalty to be paid to the government on sale of electricity from 6% to 1%. Although not specifically designed to reduce exploration risk, these incentives are encouraging private entities to perform surface exploration and drill exploratory wells at their own risks.
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Mexico

The geothermal resources of Mexico are part of the national patrimony and may not be sold or leased. All generation of electricity, including from geothermal sources, is reserved to the national monopoly, Comisión Federal de Electricidad (CFE). Funding for geothermal development came from the national treasury and the revenues earned by CFE from the sale of electricity. The government, through CFE, has taken on all responsibility for the development of its geothermal resources and continues to absorb the resource and other risks. Mexico remains the prime example of a successful totally government-run geothermal operation.
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Chile

Exploration began in 1967 under terms of an agreement between the government of Chile and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). Although the geothermal resources of Chile belong to the Nation, laws were passed to attract offshore private investors. Now Chile is granting a large number of concessions for the exploration and exploitation of its geothermal resources.

Chile’s state development agency Corfo together with the national energy commission CNE have established a US$ 400 million fund to reduce the risk and share the costs of developers for exploration and transmission lines with renewable energy. Nevertheless, apart from the initial project led by the State with support of the UNDP, the resource risk remains significant for other projects which may take place in awarded concessions and is not mitigated yet.
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El Salvador

El Salvador supplies 25% of its energy needs from geothermal resources. The geothermal resources belong to the Nation. Initial exploration was conducted by the national electric utility
CEL, financed by grants from the Government of Italy and loans from the Inter-American Development Bank. However, the resource risk was ultimately borne by the government of El Salvador. In the late 1990s, CEL was broken into different organizations including a geothermal corporation, La Geo. Nowadays, La Geo is a public private partnership (PPP) including CEL and ENEL (Italy). The enterprise has developed two geothermal fields and is exploring others. The government initially bore all resource risk. Now the resource risk is shared between the PPP.
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Costa Rica

The national power company, Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad (ICE), is the only developer of geothermal resources in the country. ICE entered into a loan agreement with the Inter-American Development Bank in 1974, which aimed at exploration and development of geothermal electricity. Regardless of the degree of success or failure, ICE had to repay the entire sums. Although ICE used electricity tariffs to pay back, it means that the government backstopped all resource risk. To help mitigate resource risk, the Development Bank required that ICE used the services of a panel of independent consultants for advice on each step of operations. Later, ICE entered into agreements with independent power producers. Because the resource is owned by the Nation, the independent power producers carried the risk of financing, constructing and operating the power plants, while ICE, who sold the steam from wells that it drilled still borne the resource risk. Therefore, resource risk has so far been entirely borne by the autonomous agency ICE. Nowadays, developing new geothermal resources is constrained due to the location of the resources in national parks.
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Australia

According to the Australian legislation, Australia is to have 20% of its electric power generation come from renewable sources by 2020. This includes geothermal power. Encouragement for this has taken the form of State and Federal legislation, policies and programs to stimulate EGS exploration, define and conduct proof-of-concept studies and define and conduct demonstration projects.

The $500 million Renewable Energy Fund was originally made up of three programs, the Geothermal Drilling Program, the Renewable Energy Demonstration Program and the Renewable Energy Equity Fund, and is now providing two additional schemes namely the Emerging Renewables Program and the Renewable Energy Venture Capital Funds. Geothermal industry is thereby well supported through research and development funding.

As far as the resource risk is concerned, the relevant program seems to be the Geothermal Drilling Program (GDP). It is a $50 million fund for proof-of-concept projects helping get the industry over the short-term hurdle of high drilling costs and enabling proof-of-concept demonstration. The GDP is a competitive merit-based grants program provided as a dollar for dollar matched funding and is capped at $7 million per proof-of-concept project. A proof-of-concept project involves a suitable geothermal resource existence to be proven. It then requires drilling an initial deep well to the required depth to reach the desired temperature, drilling a second well to intersect the reservoir hundreds of meters away from the first hole and eventually testing to provide information on how much fluid can be circulated through the underground heat exchanger and at what temperature.

Payment is made against the achievement of milestones. Eligible companies can apply for funding to offset the costs of drilling, reservoir deployment and flow testing. To be eligible for GDP, the applicant must be an Australian resident company, hold license permits, demonstrate within a period of 3 months of being awarded a grant that it can fund the costs of the project not met by the GDP, demonstrate access to any intellectual property necessary to carry out the project, provide the Commonwealth with all data gained during the project, demonstrate with a reasonable level of certainty using indirect methods that a potentially commercially viable geothermal resource exists in the project area, start the project within a certain time period and declare any previous funding from other State programs for the purposes of deep drilling.
Eligible applications are assessed against eight merit criteria: 1) technical strength of the project (demonstration of a probable geothermal resource); 2) technical capability and resources available to the applicant; 3) management capability; 4) financial capacity (submission of a credible project budget); 5) involvement in consortia to address the issue of drilling capabilities shortages; 6) degree to which the project involves technical innovation; 7) project contribution to a portfolio of locations funded by the GDP; 8) the additional benefit that can be obtained from the private sector and from the applicant to the Commonwealth’s contribution.

The scheme is handled by the GDP Management Team (Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism). So far, the program has known two rounds of applications.
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New-Zealand

Geothermal energy produces about 13% of New Zealand’s electricity supply. In its 2010 report, the Ministry of Economic Development identified the resource risk at initial site exploration phase as a barrier to progression (Geothermal Energy: Summary of emerging technologies and barriers to development). It discussed the possibility of introducing financial incentives such as tax breaks or grants as ways to reduce this barrier. However, it seems that high costs and initial risks are not seen as particular constraints and that geothermal actors are more concerned about the lack of electricity demand growth. Besides, risks and costs have been reduced through a legacy of Crown exploration wells drilled in previous decades. Subsequently and following the deregulation of the electricity market, risk has been borne both by state corporation
Mighty River and by private entity Contact Energy. In this context, there does not appear to be a sufficient economic case to consider insurance-related measures at this time.
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Kenya

The Kenyan Nation owns the geothermal resources. Serious exploration began in 1970 under an agreement between UNDP and the Kenyan government. The resource risk was ultimately borne by the government. Later in 1972, UNDP withdrew. The World Bank became the principal co-financier of the Olkaria geothermal project. The World Bank financed the riskiest elements of exploratory drilling, covered by a sovereign guarantee from the Kenyan government. As part of the risk mitigation, the World Bank required that KPLC (the Kenyan Power & Lighting Company) hire an experienced consulting firm.

At the request of the World Bank, it was later agreed to divide the Olkaria field into two parts. The western part was offered to private investors for development. The private offshore company Orpower drilled additional exploration and development wells at its own risk. The company later obtained financing from a consortium of German banks led by Kreditsansalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW).

There had been other donors and lenders to Kenya’s geothermal project (UNDP, the Italian government, the Japanese International Cooperation Agency), but none of these included the high-risk stage of exploratory drilling.

In 1997, KPLC was split into two entities, one being partially privatized. KPLC became the distributor of electricity throughout Kenya, whereas the other entity, Kenya Power Generating Company (KenGen), now 3 % in private hands, owns and operates the power generation facilities previously owned by KPLC. KenGen has been removed from all resource risk which is
borne by the government.
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  http://www.ppiaf.org/sites/ppiaf.org/files/publication/REPORT_Risk_Mitigation_Options_In donesia.pdf
APPENDIX III
EXAMPLES OF ELIGIBLE COSTS
FOR THE RESOURCE RISK INSURANCE
IN FRANCE AND IN GERMANY

Example of eligible expenses in relation to the short-term guarantee:

- Access work, platform civil engineering, pre-drilling of wells and restoration;
- Bringing and installation of drilling machines;
- Slipping of the machine between boreholes;
- Disassembling and removing the machine;
- Drilling (number of days * daily cost) + fuel oil;
- Tubing and equipment + screwing;
- Drilling tools;
- Sludge products and drilling fluids;
- Cementation of tubes and accessories;
- Deflection work;
- Logging;
- Reservoir stimulation and acidification;
- Surveys and tests – Sampling and analyses;
- Processing of wastes and sloughs disposal;
- Transport and handling, water and phone calls;
- Wellhead;
- Geological monitoring;
- Engineering and monitoring;